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EPC DCM Vol 1 Chapter 11.2.2 requires
minimum 15ft width

ST

There isn't a detail that shows the length of the
spillway. There's a cross section of the spillway face
and another of the spillway going through the berm.
Does not match length
shown in detail
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The SDI inputs are copied in
from UD Detention. I don't
know why the outputs are
different, but presumably they
have different formulas. I'm not
able to change the Urban
Drainage formulas. FYI - I
don't use the SDI spreadsheet
for anything, so it has no
impact on the design/plans.
UD Detention worksheet Time
to Drain hours don't match what
is shown in the the SDI sheet.
Update calcs

17'-0"

the way the section
arrows are shown on the
Outlet Structure detail,
these sections views
should be rotated 90deg
counterclockwise.
This is how Urban
Drainage details show it.
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Show a trash rack
front view detail with Per Glenn Reese email, only text specs needed.
dimensions, like the Dimensions are already shown in existing details.
orifice plate detail
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There were already too many water level elev callouts, it was
going to cause errors. I removed them from all the details
and listed them in one spot per sheet next to the legend.

EPC DCM Vol 1 Chapter 11.2.2 requires
minimum 15ft width
and min 12% slope

ST

Trash rack does
not need to
extend down
into micropool
provide type, style,
dimensions, detail for
each trash rack
specify what this
material is and its
thickness
specify thickness of
riprap section

Plan shows trickle channel leaving
forebay at an angle, different than what is
shown on this detail. Match detail to plan.
Note that UDFCD
Detail T-5
recommends soil
riprap downstream of
forebay wall.
Consider placing
some here
Does not match length shown
in plan view (8.5ft)

It matches. The top of the berm is 3'
wide (this isn't the length of the spillway).
provide gradation
of this type
I just removed the type m text. Why would I use a
standard type callout and also show the gradation
breakdown? The reason standard material types exist is
so people don't have to spec out materials all the time.

provide table showing
gradation of Type M riprap
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show WQCV elevation
on this detail too
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Revise so width
matches detail (21ft)
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Noted. This application requires a contractor,
construction schedule, etc that don't exist yet, so it
can't be filled out at this time (pretty much need
approved plans for this).

Note on plan that since CWA is
located next to a drainage ditch,
must be installed with an
impermeable liner, per detail on
next sheet

Labeled dimensions do
not match area that is
drawn. Draw VTC per
20'x75' label (with min
15ft width per DCM)

Callout as offsite grading (Item O)
Complete an Application to Work Within
the Right-of-Way
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SWMP references possible
construction trailer. If applicable,
show location on drawings.
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Show location of waste container,
portable toilets, and SWMP storage
location.

If locations of any of the above are
TBD, don't need to show on
drawing for next submittal.
All TBD. Added a note.
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Need to show
easement around pond
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Item O - add a note discussing conditions of offsite
grading near site entrance.

Include origin of information (ex:
visual inspection). Note that the
drainage report states that there is
"mostly grasses and dirt surfaces,
and a small number of trees."
Revise note to match drainage
report.
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